Senate Battles Over Budget; Third Readings - Next Week

Tuesday evening, the Senate continued its discussion on the budget for the Student Union. After a long session of deliberation, the budget was passed unanimously.

All year, the Senate has been working on the budget, which will now be reviewed by the executive branch. The Senate has been discussing the budget for several weeks, and the final vote was taken with a vote of 20-0.

Students Hail IFC - ISC

The last meeting of the semester for the Interfraternity Council was held on Tuesday evening. The council unanimously approved the budget for the Student Union.

Preliminary plans for the budget were discussed at the meeting, and it was decided that the budget would be presented to the board of governors for approval.

The council is now working on the final budget for the Student Union, which will be presented to the board of governors for final approval.

Tareyton delivers the flavor...

Tareyton delivers the flavor of a smoky, rich, and satisfying experience. The blend of fine tobaccos ensures a smooth and consistent taste. The aromatic smoke is detectable for a long time, providing a pleasant and satisfying end to the smoking experience.

The aroma is a mix of sweet and nutty notes, with a slight hint of chocolate. The finish is smooth and rich, with a slight lingering smokiness. The blend of tobaccos ensures a consistent flavor throughout the entire smoke.

D&A to Present Tragedy; 'Oedipus Rex' Starts Tonight

In an attempt to give Greek tragedy a modern twist, the Greeks present 'Oedipus Rex'. The play is directed by John Velie, and the budget for the production was presented by Peter Stier of the Dramatics Department.

The production will be held in the auditorium, and tickets are available at the box office. The play is rated PG-13, and is recommended for ages 13 and up.

Science and Biology Classes Move to Building on Central

As part of a five year expansion plan, the biology and science classes will be moved to the new building on Central. The building will be ready for classes by September 1.

The new building will contain state-of-the-art facilities, including a large lecture hall, a lab, and a computer room.

Frankonis Resigns Post; Board Chosees Lasselle

Linda Lasselle '63, will assume the editorial of the STAGE CO. on Friday, May 13. The decision was made due to the resignation of Bill Frankonis, present editor of the STAGE CO., who graduates this spring.

The new editor will be in charge of the STAGE CO. on Friday, May 13. The decision was made due to the resignation of Bill Frankonis, present editor of the STAGE CO., who graduates this spring.
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To The Graduates
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A Look Around Reveals Seeds of Visual Decay

By EDWARD COLEY

Instructor Professor of Art

The students who are now busy working on their projects are truly exciting to watch. The work that they are doing is both creative and interesting. The projects range from traditional art forms to more modern techniques. It is evident that the students are learning to express themselves through art in a variety of ways. Their creativity is truly inspiring and is sure to be showcased in the upcoming gallery opening. The work that they are doing demonstrates their dedication to the field of art and their passion for expressing their ideas and emotions through their creations. The gallery opening is a great opportunity for the students to share their work with the broader community and for art enthusiasts to appreciate the diversity of approaches and styles on display. It is a testament to the power of art to inspire, provoke, and connect people. The students should be proud of their accomplishments and their contributions to the field of art.
Education Department Active In Research, TV, And Writing

Group Proposes English Institute

By BARBARA HALL

The Committee on English of the Education Department has proposed a Training in English Program. This program would provide instruction for 9000 high school teachers in the region. The program is designed to improve the quality of English instruction in the region.

Drama

Education Profs Publish Works

The faculty at State College has published several works in recent years. These include a study of the impact of technology on education, a monograph on the history of education in the region, and a collection of essays on the future of education.

New Editor Comments

On the occasion of the death of the editor, Dr. Cochrane, the new editor has responded:

"I am honored to have been selected to continue the important work of the Education Department. I look forward to working with the faculty and staff to ensure that the department continues to be a leader in the field of education."
Frosh Down Cobblekill, 5-4: Drop Match To HVTL 6-5

The Frosh White team has won twice this season and tonight was no exception. The Frosh White team won the match 5-4.

Frosh Beat Cobblekill, 7-5: Nose Out HVNT, 8-7

Frosh White defeated Cobblekill 7-5 and HVNT 8-7. The Frosh White team has been performing well this season.

Track

As it well knows the recent track meet was a great one. This meet was only one of many that the Frosh are involved in. The team is preparing for the future meets. The Frosh need to work hard in order to do well in the future.

From This Vantage Point

By Jim Dougherty

Four unbelievably short years ago an innovation with the new high school was in order. This period has been called the in-between period and it is a time when the students and faculty are still trying to figure out what is best for the school.

The Frosh White team is off to a fine start in the track season. The team is looking forward to the future meets.

Golf Team on Win Streak; Story Wins U. Turnover; Peds Register First Winning Season; Lose Twice On Northern Road Trip

The golf team has been on a winning streak and today's win brought their record to 6-1. Story won the tournament with a score of 72 and the team's overall score was 288.

Peds Register First Winning Season

The Peds have registered their first winning season with a score of 288. The team is off to a strong start and is looking forward to the rest of the season.

Have a real cigarette—have a CAMEL
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The best tobacco makes the best smoke.

CAMP COUNSELLOR OPENINGS

Graduate Students and Faculty Members

THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS

In 1961, the Association of Private Camps, headquartered in New York City, was formed to promote the interests of private camps throughout the country. The Association of Private Camps includes over 600 camps, representing a total of over 300,000 campers.

Associate Director, Summer Programs

The Association of Private Camps seeks an Associate Director, Summer Programs to work directly with the Director, Summer Programs in the development and implementation of the Association's summer programs. The position involves planning and coordinating a wide range of summer programs, including a variety of educational and recreational activities.

Program Coordinator for Camps in the Northeast

The Association of Private Camps seeks a Program Coordinator for Camps in the Northeast to work with the Program Coordinator for Camps in the Midwest and the Program Coordinator for Camps in the South to develop and coordinate summer programs for camps in the Northeast. The position involves planning and coordinating a variety of educational and recreational activities.

Application Deadline: June 1, 1961

For more information, contact:

The Association of Private Camps

51 West 42nd Street

New York, N. Y. 10036

Phone: (212) 661-3456

Advertising and Sales Manager

The Association of Private Camps seeks an Advertising and Sales Manager to work with the Executive Director and the Director, Sales and Marketing to develop and implement advertising and sales strategies for the Association's products and services. The position involves planning and implementing advertising and sales campaigns, including a variety of print, electronic, and digital media.

Application Deadline: June 1, 1961

For more information, contact:

The Association of Private Camps

51 West 42nd Street

New York, N. Y. 10036

Phone: (212) 661-3456
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A SHORT FAREWELL

This report is the result of a project that has been ongoing for the past two years. The project has been a collaborative effort involving many people. I am grateful to all of them for their contributions.
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(Continued from Page 1)

sarily mean that the player must be a leader of his team, he might not be an outstanding individual performer. The winner, however, must be a varsity athlete, and this in itself implies some degree of skill. Check, by his membership and participation in varsity sports more than adequately filled this requirement.

Attitude

Under the heading of attitude, the requirements became more difficult to define. In general, the standards used under the heading of attitude, were as follows:

1. Did the player work hard at all times?
2. Was the player a leader of his teammates on the field, in the locker room, and all other times?
3. Was he able to take personal disappointment without showing dissatisfaction to his teammates, the fans, and his coaches?
4. Was the player more interested in a team effort than in personal rewards?
5. Was he a person to whom new men on the team looked for encouragement?

It should be mentioned that these standards set by the News Board were general ones which served to give a guide in making the final choice. The Board discussed many aspects of the players considered.

In the final analysis, the plaque was awarded to the varsity athlete who best portrayed the image of State College Athletics—Chuck Recresco.

Chi Sigma Theta

Mary Ann Di Bartolo, President announces that Jean Davis '63 and Rosamari Ferrara '64 have been chosen.

Gamma Kappa Phi

Barbara Clancy, Freshman announces that The Annual Senior Banquet will be held at 6 p.m. Sunday at Herbert's.

Diane Glick '62 was initiated into the sorority Monday evening.

Beta Zeta

Doris Kindler, President, announces Julie Recresco '64 and Ruth Becter '64 were initiated Monday evening.

A Senior Party will be held Monday at 7 p.m.

Sigma Pi Sigma

Judy M. Klotz, President announces that Felicia Hillyard '63, Paula Fear '63, Martha Blumen­ erich '64 and Bobby Sortin '63 have been initiated.

Phi Delta

Phi Delta will hold a picnic for their ladies at the sorority house Sunday.

Sigma Alpha

Doris Williams, President, announces that the following have been initiated: Carol Smith '62, Linda Hannoun, Don Truskolaski, Jeannine Kachka, Annette Horton, Donna Pecelli, Pat Katzmaier, Zephyron, Darlene Williams, Clay Pain, Judy Miller, Sue Lynn, Judy Lack, Cindy Re­ solda, Alice Hirt, Vicki Parker, Fredichen, Caroline Van Dobben, Pat Intema, Carol Garcia, Pri­ cilla Punam, and Bly Hensley. Sophomores were pledged.

Kappa Beta

Ron Cusick, President, announced that the following have been elected to office: Frank Ranta, Vice-president; Don Fear, Secretary; Tommy Callahan, Treasurer; Tom Ellis, Senior I. F. C. Representative; Lynn Castello, Junior I. F. C. Representative; Pat Cere, Member at Large, Jeff Mc­ lard, Historian.

Sigma Lambda Sigma

Dave Symonds, President, announced that there will be an informal Date Party around the New Student Grill.

Theta Xi Omega

Jim McElroy, President, announced that the following offices have been installed: Clay Bank­ er, Vice-president; Charles Bak­ er, Secretary; Joe Possa, Student I. F. C. Representative; Bob Sargent, Junior I. F. C. Re­ presentative; John Mason, Treasurer; Don Smith, Jr., Correspondent; Ron Scullion, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

These students and their sponsor, Mrs. Emo S. Knouse, Professor of Distributive Education, have been chosen as Rush Captains.

Meg Lewis, Kiddleburgh, N.Y., wrote on the topic, "A Brief Re­ port on Trading Stamps," and Mr. Woodruff, Hinsdale, N.Y., wrote an essay on the topic, "Hidden Resources in Political and Econo­ mic Institutions."

A survey of the average State College student was recently taken by Dr. Knouse's BU class in the Distributive Education department. Many interesting items were discovered that need to be mentioned as they help classify us as State College students.

The average age of the State College male is 21.75 years. The mean for the women is surprisingly 19.42 which thus brings down the average age for a state stu­ dent to 21.5. Of the women at State, 40% are single, 7% go steady, 18% are married, 13% engaged and the lucky remaining 5% are married.

Women show a different ratio. Only 1% are married while another 8% are going steady, 16% are married, 12% free and still looking.

Beard statistics created a few facts that 86.6% of our men are clean shaven, 7.1% need a shave, 2.1% had a mustache, .8% a goatee and then there are those 1.6% with a beard. Ninety-eight percent of our men are married. Furthermore, 36% of her dresses are plain, 30% print, 20% solid, 10% striped and 16% check.

Stockings rated 75% as plain, 25% striped.
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